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INTRODUCTION

I

believe that my visual expression is a concoction of my life, my
environment, my ancestral linkages, my inspirations, experiences, and
my genes. I work organically, without pre-conception of the end image.
This provides a sense of freedom from the shackles of boundaries,
provided by photographs, still life’s, portraitures and other imagery.
The mind opens itself to imagination, experimentation, colour,
texture, process and thought. My mind can be a melting pot, a fusion
of concurrent thoughts and ideas. Channelling these onto the surface
of paper and canvas, is intensely engaging and challenging.
I grew up on the remote, exposed headland of the Loophead
Peninsula, on the south west county Clare, coastline. We were storm
withered and ocean thrashed on a very regular basis. I owe my school
of thoughts as an artist to these abrasive elemental movements,
together with the riches of colour introduced to my young life by my
mothers exotic summer garden, (where the fallen were collected into
makeshift bouquets on the window sills and tabletop) and the textures
of the majestically sculpted natural rock formations of the cliffs and
shoreline at Ross, Loophead. In modern times, my artistic mind has
been driven by the charm of nostalgic reminiscence afforded by my
elderly parents, together with my grand desire to evolve creative
installations that are environmentally friendly and seek to inspire
others to multi-use available resources on the planet. These factors
together with my immersion in the wild natural environment at
Loophead, studying its ﬂora and fauna and their behaviours on an
investigative scale, have combined to lead my artistic pathway.

Images(T-B) - Studio Bareﬁeld, Work in Progress - Symphony of Land and Sea, Mrs Mary O Rourke,
former senior Government Minister, addresses audience at my book and exhibition launch 2012
Front Cover: The Figari and the Brooding Bird - Acrylic on paper 45x42cm
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In my works, you may ﬁnd amongst other detail, a quest for texture,
movement, ﬂora, colour, ocean, debris, entanglement. These are the
references, from nature and life that inﬁltrate my work. I ﬁnd myself
wholeheartedly immersed in these topics and my development of
processes to execute these elements are driven by these inner dialogues.
Therefore, my work becomes an authentic, organic execution of the
mind visions, as collected directly from the sources that inspire it most.
There is an innate sense of light-heartedness, energy and simplicity
within that framework. Furthermore, my current work is the output of
twenty two years of creative and natural explorations and development
as a commercial, professional artist.
STUDIO
I have creative studios based at Loophead and at Bareﬁeld, Ennis. These
studios are accessible for private viewings by appointment or through pre
planned open days during the summer season at Loophead and at
Christmastime at Bareﬁeld.
COLLECTORS
My work has been purchased by public, corporate and private collectors.
Public and corporate collectors include, The Ofﬁce of Public Works, the
Department of Defence, the Department of Education, Waterford
Municipal Art Collection, Bank of Ireland, Invesco ltd, Dromoland Castle,
Ross Hotel, Killarney, Tricel Ltd., The Maldron Hotel, Limerick and
professional ofﬁces/surgeries. My works have also dispersed around the
world through private collectors, including the USA, Austria, UK, France
and Spain.

Images(T-B) - Symphony - Movements from the Edge ii - Exhibition at Kenny’s Lahinch
Art Gallery, 2015, My Mothers Summer Garden, created in her 93rd year. At Book and
Exhibition launch, Culturlann Sweeney, Kilkee, 2012, Peter Madigan, Carmel Madigan,
Mrs. Mary O Rourke, former senior Government Minister, Dr. Micheline Sheehy Skefﬁngton, NUIG,
James Madigan, councillors Patrick Keane & Gabriel Keating and Cllian Murphy, chairman,
Loophead Tourism
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RECENT GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
2015 - ‘Symphony - Movements from the Edge’ Lahinch Art Gallery, Co. Clare
2014 - ‘Nature Spirit’ - Summer Exhibition - Culturlann Sweeney, Kilkee
2011 - ‘Breaking the Silence’ - Group show - Sol Art Gallery, Dublin
2010 - ‘Paradigms Fantastique’ - Group Show - Amsterdam Whitney Gallery, New
York
2009 - Florence Bienniale - Florence Italy
2009 - ‘Mind Gardening’ - Lahinch Art Gallery & Kinsale Arts Week
2009 - ‘Imagination Running Wild’ - Boathouse Gallery, Kinsale & K Gallery - Cork
Annual curated shows in Killarney and at Dromoland Castle.

RECENT COLLABORATIVE DESIGN AND CREATED ECO PROJECTS
2016 -

The Wayfarers Garden - from a ﬁnal poem by Padraig Pearse design, creation and

installation of a number of recylced artworks in natural garden setting, together with wild ﬂora
with Annagh primary school.
2016 - Dialogue with Maritime - design, creation and installation of 90 panels reminiscent of the
maritime riches, Vandeleurs Woods and Entente Florale - ﬂowery town winning acheivements
of Kilrush, Co Clare, with St. Senan’s Primary School, Kilrush.

2015 - The Garden of Global Friendship & Citizenship - a signiﬁcant garden creation
project involving the collection and creative re-cycling, re-forming of a large range of materials,
plastics, tyres, stones, cable etc with Bareﬁeld Primary School. Chosen by An Taisce to be
exhibited at the Green Schools Expo at RDS, 2016.
Above Projects co-funded by Clare Arts Ofﬁce

OTHER PROJECTS
2013 & ongoing - Loophead Summer Art & Nature School & Artist Summer Gallery - Jul-Aug programme
2012-2014 - Publications - The Wildﬂowers of Loophead & Seasons, Species & Patterns of a North East Atlantic
Rocky Shore.

Images(T-B) - Studio Bareﬁeld, 2006 with Vigorous ocean - Stubborn Rock works,
Dromoland Castle - Winter Exhibition 2010, Exhibition opening with Councillor & Mayor of Ennis,
Ann Norton - Symphony - Movements from the Edge Exhibition, Kenny’s Lahinch Art Gallery 2015.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH NATURE - ACRYLIC WORKS

With Keara & Jeannie Stewart in New York 2010 at my Paradigms Fantastiques Exhibition at Amsterdam Whitney, Gallery, Detail from Birds in the Bush canvas.
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One Flew Over - Acrylics on paper 45x42cm,

8

Left - Convention of Land and Sea - acrylics on paper 51x75cm,
Above - Convention on Edge - acrylics on paper 61x52cm,

9

Above: Still Life Blooms with Pied Plumes, mixed media on paper 106
x85cm, Above right: Floral Tribute to the Coloured Winds, mixed
media on paper 45x54cm, Right: The Twilight Vase, acrylics on
paper 45x 42cm.

10

Symphony of Land and Sea - Mixed media on canvas 100x100cm,

11

Wild Atlantic Fish Ambles - mixed media on canvas 105 x105cm
12

Bird’s Nest Trefoil - mixed media on canvas 105 x105cm
13

Rock n’ Roll Isle - mixed media on canvas 100x100cm

14

Fish Spray & Fish at Play - mixed media on canvas 105 x105cm
15

Garden of the Inner Spirit - mixed media on canvas 70 x 70cm
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IN CONVERSATION WITH NATURE - ‘NATURE SPIRIT’ - Layered acrylic washes

Nature Spirit - Exhibition, detail from works

17

Mothers of Nature - Flowers, Stream & Bush - detail, acrylic wash on paper 56 x72cm

18

Guided Hedgerow Walk with the Tinkers Daughters - detail, acrylic wash on paper 56 x72 cm

19

Spirit of Growth Rains Forth - Tillagers Celebrate - detail, acrylic wash on paper 56x 72cm

20

Ladies Walk to Biddy Gallery’s House for Tea Cup Reading - detail, acrylic wash on paper 56 x 72cm

21

Walk with Mona Lisa after visit to Leonardo’s Grave - detail, acrylic wash on paper 56 x 72cm
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CONVERSATIONS WITH NATURE - TEXTURAL COLLAGE EXPRESSIONS
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Heaven Scent - mixed media & collage on 850gsm paper 106 x 85cm

24

The Old Table Blooms - mixed media & collage on linen 70 x 80cm

25

Tapestry Vase - mixed media & collage on linen 70 x 80 cm

26

Above - Earth Garden - mixed media & collage on 850gsm paper 80 x60cm
Left - Tapestry Vase ii - mixed media & Collage on 850 gsm paper 56 x46cm
27

Gardens of the Eastern Way - mixed media & collage on paper 80 x 60 cm

28

Above & Left Jewels of a Celt 2016 series - Short series
Work in Progress
Acrylics, Inks & Gilding on paper 80 x 60 cm
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CONVERSATIONS WITH NATURE - COLLABORATIVE ECO-PROJECTS
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COLLABORATIVE ECO-PROJECTS INSIGHTS
I have a long-standing fascination for materials, their forms and
functions. This has revealed itself through the incorporation of a
wide range of materials throughout my traditional artistic
processes. Materials such as antique lace, sand and gravel,
newsprint, textiles, hand-dyed yarns, Japanese papers,
haberdashery products, plant and biological material, can be found
within the layers that each constitute an original work of art created
in my studio. I do not see materials and products as being just
created for single use, but indeed for multi-use, whose onward
usage sparks imagination and experimentation. Natural materials
too fall within this channel of rebirth, re-generation. Our
ancestors indeed, incorporated locally available materials, to make
brushes, mattresses, candlewicks and other necessary items of
their era. We can feed into the global quest for lowering carbon
footprint, through our multi-usage of locally available materials.
As an artist, with direct sympathies towards nature, the
environment and the qualities and aesthetics of materials
themselves, I have greatly welcomed opportunities, to work with
organizations and schools, willing to push their appetite and
responsibility for global citizenship through the creation of lasting
projects that regenerate pre-used materials.
My projects to date include the design and creation of the Garden of
Global Friendship & Citizenship with the 400 pupil community at
Bareﬁeld Primary School near Ennis, county Clare. The school
itself organized much of the recycled materials collections
through call-outs to the school community, involving parents and
others in the process. Some months later, after much planning
with the school management and several processes involving the
400 children of the school the project is complete and ofﬁcially
launched with much public and media attention. Later the garden
was selected by an Taisce to be exhibited at the Greens Schools
Expo at the RDS.

Images: (T-B)Plastic & Spool Drum collection, punctured footballs, used milk cans, worn tyres, old water chutes
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Another project created with St. Senan’s, primary school Kilrush,
co. Clare, was the Life Savers project as part of the National Famine
Commemoration, held in Kilrush in 2013. This involved taking the
children to the shoreline and woodland in the area, to ﬁnd the
sources of food that kept people alive during the famine, and to
incorporate them in a suite of eight artworks. In this process, natural
materials like seaweeds, limpet shell, periwinkle shell, nettles,
charlock and others were preserved and decorated within the
artworks to celebrate their importance to our ancestors.
In 2016, the creation of the Wayfarers Garden inspired by a ﬁnal poem
from Padraig Pearse, was completed with the assistance of the staff,
community and children of Annagh NS, Miltown Malbay, co Clare.
Several installations were again planned and created. Often my
creative thinking is centred around the type and availability of core
materials. There is no doubt that a real energy and buzz emanates
with proposals that incorporate the materials in a meaningful way,
thus the Reﬂective Table, becomes a table space in the garden, created
with recycled school furniture and old cd’s that reﬂect the sky and
over reaching branches, and provides for meditation for pupils and
staff.
Consuming Summer is a large triptych, measuring 244cm x 122cm,
that I created from months of household plastic waste, heat
reforming the plastic, before assemblage and spray paint.
Each project is created with longevity in mind and as a professional
artist, my job involves ensuring the right creative and preservation
materials are used in each project, bearing in mind its particular
living environment.

Images (T-B): President Michael D. Higgins & his wife Sabina, studying the
Garden of Global Friendship & Citizenship at the Green Schools Expo at the RDS,
Artwork in progress Life Savers project, with embedded preserved seaweeds Sugar Kelp and Dillisk and other natural materials, work in progress on The
Genius of the Place, an installation incorporating regenerated punctured footballs in
the Wayfarers Garden
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Garden of Global Friendship - Designed for Bareﬁeld Primary School
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The Genius of the Place - punctured footballs, acrylics, wire, mesh, stone
& piping for The Wayfarers Garden Annagh Primary School
Painted Stones - installation - Mercy Garden, St Senan’s Kilrush Primary School
Verse Signage - installation for The Wayfarers Garden, Annagh Primary School
Strayed Stones - artist own collection
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Pebble River & Pond - Installation painted stone, recycled water chutes, old cd’s, acrylics, Garden of Global Friendship & Citizenship - Bareﬁeld Primary School
Plastic Flowers - Installation - School & Project as above - reformed plastic rubbish, milk containers, paint, wire
Cable Ball -Installation for project as above, various cables
Reﬂective Table - The Wayfarers Garden - Annagh Primary School - 100% recycled materials
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Vertical Wellington Garden - Growing together - Garden of Global Friendship & Citizenship,
Bareﬁeld Primary School
Camouﬂague Tyre Wall - installation - The Wayfarers Garden - Annagh Primary School
Bug House - installation for The Wayfarers Garden, Annagh Primary School
Cable Ball - in situ - Bareﬁeld Primary School
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Consuming Summer - detail from triptych 122 x 244cm reformed plastic, aluminium,
acrylics, silicon - available from artist.
Totem Pole- installation - Garden of Global Friendship & Citizenship
Bareﬁeld Primary School
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For further enquiries:
Carmel T. Madigan,
Artist Studio,
Clonteen, Ballyalla, Ennis, Co. Clare
or
C/O Loophead Summer Art & Nature School
& Summer Gallery,
Kilballyowen, Loophead, Co. Clare
Tel: 065 6842884 Mob: 086 8197726
e-mail: ctmadigan@eircom.net
Facebook: Carmel T Madigan artist, author, educator
web: carmeltmadigan.com
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Birds in the Bush - acrylics & inks on canvas 105 x 105cm
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